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Introduction

In the near future, we will see the realization of smart homes, homes where appliances etc. are wholly or partially controlled via artificial intelligence. In such homes, many everyday decisions will have to be made by artificial agents, and these decisions and plans must be ethically acceptable. With this poster, we present ongoing work of how to operate a smart home via a Hybrid Ethical Reasoning Agent (HERA), see (Lindner, Bentzen, and Nebel 2017). This work is part of the broader scientific effort to implement ethics on computer systems known as machine ethics, see also (Dennis, Fisher, Slavkovik, and Webster, 2016; Lindner and Bentzen, 2018). We showcase an everyday example involving a mother and a child living in the smart home. Our formal theory and implementation allows us to evaluate actions proposed by the smart home from different ethical points of view, i.e. utilitarianism, Kantian ethics and the principle of double effect. When points of view differ, ethical uncertainty ensues, and this is the case in the showcased example. We suggest various ways of coping with the ensuing ethical uncertainty, e.g. human in the loop, one overriding ethics. We discuss how formal verification, in the form of model-checking, can be used to check that the modeling of a problem for reasoning by HERA conforms to our intuitions about ethical action.

A Smart Home Example

The background of this example is a HERA operating a smart home. We imagine many everyday decisions and plans have to be made involving in this case the mother and child living in the smart home. These decisions must be ethically acceptable. The immediate context of the example is as follows (see Figure 1): Christmas is near, the mother has not yet wrapped her Christmas presents. It is considered to affect the child negatively to play video games. However, this activity will have the positive effect that it makes the child quiet. Now, the HERA is considering whether to simply turn on the video game, to turn on the video game and at the same time remind the mother that she has not wrapped Christmas presents or to refrain from doing anything. As it turns out, simply turning on the video game is the utilitarian choice (as the mom will then watch her favorite television show which has higher utility than wrapping presents), turning on the video game and remind the mother is the Kantian choice (as wrapping will benefit the child), and refraining is the correct choice according to the PDE (as the other choices use negative effect to obtain good effect). Hence, the example showcases how three different principles give three different recommendations. We have freely translated between affecting negatively/positively and negative and positive utility. The translation is consistent in the sense that positive utility correlates with positive affection and the same for negative utility and negative affection. The two differences between the points of view are that utility is quantitative, affection is not, affection is person-specific, utility is not.
**Ethical Principles Formalized**

In the HERA approach, ethical principles are sets of formulae to be checked against causal agency models. Figure 2 exemplifies the approach by showcasing the Principle of Double Effect (PDE). Each condition the PDE requires a morally permissible action to fulfill is captured as a formula ranging over the actions and consequences in the model. The HERA implementation provides employees a model checker to verify a given model fulfills the conditions so defined. This way, morally permissibility according several ethical principles can be automatically decided. This way, an artificial moral agent can decide what to do in a given situation. Apart from that, the formalism can be used to support model engineering by verifying a model meets ethical requirements or not.

---
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